Compound Words

Choose the spelling word that you are finding trickiest to spell correctly and create a word map.

Chosen word:

__________________________________________________________________________

Write your word three times here.
1. _______________________________________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________________________________

Write your word in a sentence.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Use your word in a direct speech sentence.
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Draw an illustration of your word.

Use different coloured crayons or pens to 'rainbow write' your word.
Compound Words

Challenge Task

Can you work out what this sentence is saying? Write in the missing compound words.

I like to eat [image] crumble at [image] .

I like to eat ________________________________ crumble at ________________________________ .
Compound Words Answers

**Challenge Task**

I like to eat **blackberry crumble at teatime.**